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Use of multiple orthogonal channels can significantly improve network throughput of
multi-hop wireless mesh networks (WMNs). In these WMNs where multiple channels
are available, channel assignment is done either in a centralized manner, which unfortu-
nately shows a poor scalability with respect to the increase of network size, or in a distrib-
uted manner, where at least one channel has to be dedicated for exchanging necessary
control messages or time synchronization has to be utilized for managing the duration
of data packet transmission, causing excessive system overhead and waste of bandwidth
resource. In this paper, we first formulate multi-channel assignment as a NP-hard optimi-
zation problem. Then a distributed, heuristic temporal–spatial multi-channel assignment
and routing scheme is proposed, assuming every wireless node in the network is equipped
with a single-radio interface. Here the gateway node is set to use all the channels sequen-
tially in a round-robin fashion. This temporal scheme ensures all the nodes that need to
directly communicate with the gateway node shall have a fair access to it. For those
non-gateway nodes, a spatial scheme where channels are assigned based on their neigh-
bors’ channel usage is adopted to exploit parallel communications and avoid channel inter-
ference among nodes. Furthermore, since the routing factors, including channel usage of
neighbor nodes, node hop count, node memory size, and node communication history,
are all considered along with the channel assignment, network performance, measured
by packet delivery latency, channel usage ratio, and memory usage ratio, tends to be con-
siderably enhanced. The simulation results have confirmed that, compared with a couple of
well-known multi-channel assignment schemes, such as LCM [21] and ROMA [15], the pro-
posed scheme shows substantial improvement in network throughput with a very modest
collision level. In addition, the proposed scheme is highly scalable as the algorithm com-
plexity is only linearly dependent on the total number of channels that are available in
the network and the number of neighbors that a network node directly connects to.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Wireless mesh networks (WMNs) have emerged to
meet the ever increasing demand for better and seamless
network services [1]. In a WMN, due to limited radio trans-
. All rights reserved.
mission range, each wireless node has to utilize other
nodes to communicate with gateway nodes in distance
through a multi-hop communication path. However, when
the number of hops in a communication path increases, the
network performance tends to degrade sharply as a result
of the increased channel contention/collision rate and the
time experienced by a packet in the network [2]. To
address this performance problem, many approaches
targeting various protocol layers, spanning the application
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layer [3], the network layer [4], the MAC layer [5], and the
physical layer [6], have been proposed. Across these multi-
ple layers, the MAC layer design is yet the most critical one
as it directly builds upon the behavior of wireless commu-
nication [7]. Currently, the poor network throughput,
introduced by the limited channel bandwidth, becomes
one of the biggest performance issues related to the MAC
layer protocols. Fortunately, up to 12 orthogonal (non-
overlapping) channels in IEEE 802.11a are available among
neighboring nodes [8], which provides the possibility
of alleviating the network throughput degradation prob-
lem. Nevertheless, substantial improvement of network
throughput cannot be readily assumed unless these chan-
nels are properly assigned.

Various schemes that attempt to make efficient use of
multiple orthogonal channels in WMNs have been reported
in the literature [9–24]. These schemes can be broadly cat-
egorized into two types: the centralized schemes [9–13,18]
and the distributed schemes [14–16,19–23]. For centralized
channel assignment schemes, channel assignment is per-
formed at one central location and global information
needs to be known before assigning channels. As opposed
to the centralized schemes, channel assignment followed
by different distributed schemes is done at each node inde-
pendently and only local information is needed for making
on-the-fly channel assignment decisions.

Assuming that each node is equipped with multiple
radio interfaces, Huang et al. investigated the capability
that WMNs can offer the wireless nodes to transmit/re-
ceive packets across the gateways over multiple orthogo-
nal channels [24]. The centralized channel assignment
schemes suggested in [9] and [10] adopt linear program-
ming (LP) and graph theory to assign a channel to each
communication node’s interface. In recent years, realizing
the cross-dependency between channel assignment and
routing, a few centralized, joint multi-channel assignment
and routing schemes have been proposed in [11–13]. How-
ever, these centralized solutions are so rigid that they can-
not accommodate the changing traffic load. In contrast, a
distributed, hybrid multi-channel protocol (HMCP) was
introduced, where the interfaces of each network node
are divided into fixed ones and switchable ones [14]. As
most of the traffic in a typical WMN is directed from/to
the wired network via gateway(s), each non-gateway node
needs to discover a path to the nearest gateway node.
Herein, Dhananjay et al. proposed ROMA, a distributed
multi-channel assignment and routing algorithm in dual-
radio tree-based WMNs [15]. In ROMA, as each node needs
to assign the channels to its radios based on the associated
gateway’s channel sequence, time synchronization is
required. In addition, to find a routing path that has the
combination of lower path overhead and higher path per-
formance toward the gateway, each node uses link varia-
tion metric and external load metric. Another tree-based
distributed scheme, called rate-based channel assignment
(RB-CA) protocol, is proposed by Kim and Suh [16]. Instead
of enhancing network performance, the goal of [16] is to
alleviate performance anomaly by using multiple channels
in WMNs.

As a matter of fact, having multiple radio interfaces can
be too expensive for small and low-cost devices. In
addition, a node’s transmitting radio might cause unpre-
dictable interfere with its receiving radio, unless these
two radios are separated by a sufficient distance [15]. As
a result, nodes are typically equipped with just one sin-
gle-radio interface in resource-constrained (i.e., low cost
and/or low power) WMNs. Even with a single radio inter-
face per node, it has been found that up to O(log n) chan-
nels still can be fully utilized with n nodes [17]. This has
motivated a number of research works to develop efficient
channel assignment schemes for this type of networks.

Using graph edge coloring approach, Aryafar et al.
introduced a centralized Distance-1 Constrained Channel
Assignment (D1C-CA) algorithm and the corresponding
heuristic solution [18]. Bahl et al. proposed a distributed
single-radio protocol called Slotted Seeded Channel
Hopping (SSCH) [19] that each node switches on its radio
interface by a pseudo-random sequence at each fixed time
slot. In this protocol, any two neighbor nodes will have
their channels overlapped periodically, and the two nodes
can communicate with each other when their channels
overlap. SSCH, as it requires strict time synchronization
to implement time slotting, is infeasible for large networks.
So and Vaidya thus proposed another distributed, time-
synchronized multi-channel assignment protocol MMAC
[20]. The beacon interval in this MMAC protocol is divided
into multiple cycles, and each cycle is composed of a fixed
control phase and a fixed data exchange phase. During the
control phase, all nodes switch to a dedicated channel and
negotiate an appropriate channel to be used in the data ex-
change phase. The data exchange phase is followed to let
the data packets be transmitted over the negotiated chan-
nel. Similar to the protocol proposed in [19], MMAC proto-
col requires global time synchronization for every cycle so
that all the nodes can begin their beacon intervals at the
same time instance, which suffers from increased system
overhead and is hard to achieve optimized use of channel
bandwidth. As an improvement to MMAC, Maheshwari
et al. proposed a distributed, time synchronization-free
protocol called Local Coordinated-based Multichannel
(LCM) [21], where the intervals of the control phase and
the data exchange phase are adjustable according to the lo-
cal network load. From the view of alleviating flow starva-
tion, Shi et al. devised a distributed, Asynchronous Multi-
channel single-radio Coordination Protocol (AMCP) [22].
However, both LCM and AMCP still require a dedicated
channel for the sole purpose of channel coordination,
which inevitably causes the waste of valuable network
bandwidth, and this problem can be more pronounced
when the number of available channels is limited. For
example, as there are only three available orthogonal chan-
nels in IEEE 802.11b, having one dedicated channel results
in 33% of the total bandwidth spent on the control over-
head. In this case, as only two available data channels are
used for simultaneous data communications, the number
of control messages generated tends to be really small,
which causes excess idle time slots in the control channel.
On the other side, when there are a large number of data
channels, having just one dedicated channel may not pro-
vide enough bandwidth to exchange many control mes-
sages thus generated. In this case, nodes have to hold
their data transmissions over data channels after their



Table 1
Notations.

Symbol Description

| � | | � | represents the cardinality of a set
V Set of all wireless nodes in the network
E Set of all wireless links in the network
G(N,E) Undirected topology graph that is composed of

node set V and edge set E
SC Set of non-overlapping channels, i.e., SC = {1, 2,

3, . . . , |SC|}
C Capacity of a channel
rt Radio transmission range of a node
s(e), r(e) Sender and receiver of a wireless link e (e 2 E)
CA(u) Current assigned channel of node u
M(u), Ma(u) Memory size, currently available memory size of

node u
H(u) Hop count of node u
Hmax Maximal hop count of all wireless nodes in graph

G, i.e., Hmax = max{H(u), u 2 V}
SN(u) Neighbor set of node u
D Maximal degree of all wireless nodes in graph G,

i.e., D = max{|SN(u)|, u 2 V}
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control messages can finally get through the control
channel, which obviously leads to poor utilization of data
channels. An intuitive addition of more dedicated channels
will not help improve the network performance, as more
multi-channel hidden-terminal problems tend to be cre-
ated [20]. In a simple word, using dedicated channel(s) is
not an efficient solution to assign multiple channels.

In this paper, we first mathematically formulate the
multi-channel assignment in WMNs as an optimization
problem. To overcome the deficiencies in aforementioned
known schemes, we propose a distributed, heuristic tem-
poral–spatial channel assignment and routing scheme that
can achieve higher network throughput. The proposed
scheme has the following distinct advantages.

(i) Control messages and data packets can be separately
transmitted over different channels, which help
increase the channel bandwidth utilization.

(ii) Multiple orthogonal channels are assigned to the
communication nodes, not to the packet routes/
flows. For example, a packet received by an interme-
diate node u through channel i may be forwarded by
node u to its next-hop neighbor through a different
channel, say channel j. That is, each communication
node only needs to find the next hop node for each
packet to be transmitted, which helps decrease the
complexity of the algorithms running on these
resource-constrained nodes.

(iii) To provide each individual node a fair access to the
gateway node, the gateway node utilizes all the
available channels in a round-robin fashion to col-
lect packets from its neighbors. For all other nodes,
they simultaneously utilize different channels
within their neighbors for communications.

(iv) Selection of nodes along a routing path considers
multiple factors to boost the overall network perfor-
mance. These factors include channel usage of
node’s neighbor nodes, node’s memory size, node’s
hop count, and node’s transmission history.

An initial version of above results can be found in [23].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Problem

formulation and the solutions are provided in Sections 2
and 3, respectively. In Section 4, performance results are
presented to compare the proposed channel assignment
scheme with a couple of popular channel assignment
schemes. Finally, the conclusions are summarized in
Section 5.
2. Preliminaries and problem formulation

2.1. Notations and assumptions

Table 1 lists the notations used in this paper.
Assumptions:

(1) There are |SC| orthogonal channels, denoted as chan-
nels 1, 2, . . . , and |SC|. Each of these channels has a
channel capacity of C. Since none of the channels is
assumed to overlap with each other, the packets
transmitted on one channel will not interfere any
of other channels.

(2) Each node, say node u, is equipped with a single
half-duplex transceiver whose radius is the same
as its radio transmission range rt. Each node stays
on either busy state (i.e., the node is communicating
with another node on its assigned channel CA(u)) or
idle state (i.e., the node is listening to its assigned
channel CA(u)) at any time instance. As the time
needed for switching from one channel to another
is finite but typically short (80 ls as reported in
[19]), we assume that the channel switching can
take place instantaneously.

(3) All the network nodes are randomly distributed.
Each non-gateway node has a limited memory size
and may function as a source node which generates
data packets. Initially, we have Ma(u) = M(u) for any
non-gateway node u. The memory size of the gate-
way node is assumed to be unlimited.

(4) The transmitter–receiver conflict avoidance (TRCA)
model [25] is adopted. In this model, the transmis-
sion on channel i over a link is successful when all
the neighbors of the sender and the receiver are
silent on channel i for the entire transmission
duration.

(5) All the nodes maintain their own clocks indepen-
dently. Each node’s internal clock is accurate but it
may not be synchronized precisely to the standard
time.

2.2. Network architecture

In this paper, we focus on the network architecture
formed by climate change infrastructure. In this infrastruc-
ture, the nodes that collect the environmental data need to
generate the traffic flows toward the gateway in timely
fashion, so that the gateway can quickly analyze the re-
ceived data and thus predict the climate change trend. As
a result, these uplink traffic flows form a reverse spanning
tree. In this application, it is not necessary to consider the
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downlink flows that go from the wired Internet to any
wireless node. In addition, for the sake of presentation,
we also limit the number of gateway nodes to just one.

Definition 1. A network that consists of a gateway node
GW and a number of wireless nodes can be modeled by an
undirected communication graph G(V, E). Given a node
u 2 V and a node v 2 V, we have (u, v) 2 E, if and only if
dis(u, v) 6 rt, where dis(u, v) is the Euclidean distance
between node u and node v. That is, to establish a direct
communication between any two nodes, the distance
between them has to be within their radio ranges rt, and
they also need to have a common channel assigned to their
interfaces. In this paper, G is assumed to be connected.
Definition 2. The hop count of node u is h, provided the
least number of hops traversed by a packet between node
u and the gateway node GW in G (defined in Definition 1) is
h. Note that the hop count of node GW is 0.
Definition 3. A node is called a non-gateway node if it is
not a gateway node.
Definition 4. A node is called a 1-hop sender node if it is a
sender node and its hop count is one.
Definition 5. A node is called a non 1-hop sender node if it
is a sender node and its hop count is larger than one.
Definition 6. A node is called a non-gateway, non-sender
node if it is a non-gateway node and it is not a sender node.

Each node can find all its neighbors by using a distrib-
uted algorithm shown in Fig. 1. Initially, all nodes need
to switch to a pre-determined, common channel (e.g.,
Fig. 1. Neighbor disco
channel 1) to listen to HELLO control messages (line 1). A
HELLO message sent from a neighbor of node u includes
the neighbor’s hop count information. By setting up a
back-off system timer TS (line 14), node u will have suffi-
cient amount of time to receive the HELLO messages com-
ing from all of its neighbors. That is, node u shall be
provided with all its neighbors’ hop count information so
that it can eventually determine its hop count to the gate-
way node. Although a large back-off timer may increase
the total time required for network formation, it is an
acceptable solution as the nodes in WMNs are stationary
and this algorithm runs only once at the initial topology
establishment stage. On the other hand, since node u will
not broadcast its HELLO message until this back-off timer
expires, this timer mechanism helps avoid generating ex-
cess HELLO messages.

After executing the algorithm listed in Fig. 1, any node
in the network, say node u, shall obtain its hop count
H(u), maintain a neighbor set SN(u) in its local memory,
and randomly select a channel from SC as its current as-
signed channel. Additionally, by exchanging the hop count
information with its neighbor nodes, any node can get the
maximal hop count of all wireless nodes, Hmax.
2.3. Problem formulation

The multi-channel assignment optimization problem
(MCAO): Given a topology graph G(V,E), channel capacity
C associated with each wireless link e (e 2 E), and a source
node set S with a desired flow rate fr(k) originated from
each source node k (k 2 S), assign the channels to the nodes
such that the gateway node can receive the data packets
generated by all the source nodes with the minimal
interval.

Before achieving this problem, we first divide the entire
data communication procedure into time slots and intro-
very algorithm.
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duce two variables: ft(u, v), which is defined as the flow
rate from node u to its neighbor node v at time slot t,
and a 0–1 indicator variable, xt

i ðeÞ; which is defined as

xt
i ðeÞ ¼

1; if link e is active on channel i in time slot t

0; otherwise

�
:

The MCAO problem can be formulated as follows:
Minimize T
Subject toX

t

X
e¼ðu;vÞ2E;v¼rðeÞ

f tðu;vÞ ¼
X

t

X
e¼ðu;vÞ2E;v¼sðeÞ

f tðv; uÞ;

8u 2 V � S� fGWg; 8t 6 T

ð1Þ
X

t

X
e¼ðk;vÞ2E;v¼rðeÞ

f tðk; vÞ ¼ frðkÞ; 8k 2 S; 8t 6 T ð2Þ

X
t

X
e¼ðv ;GWÞ2E;GW¼rðeÞ

f tðv ;GWÞ ¼
X
k2S

frðkÞ; 8t 6 T ð3Þ

f tðu; vÞ 6 C; 8e ¼ ðu;vÞ 2 E; 8t 6 T ð4Þ
X

e¼ðu;vÞ2E

X
i2Sc

xt
i ðeÞ 6 1; 8u 2 V ; 8t 6 T ð5Þ

X
e¼ðu;vÞ[ðp;qÞ2E

xt
i ðeÞ 6 1; 8u 2 V ; 8p 2 SNðuÞ;

8i 2 SC ; 8t 6 T ð6Þ
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(a) a single-channel assignment scheme (b) 
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(c) a spatial channel assignment scheme for
     the gateway node and its neighbors  

(d)
    

Fig. 2. Channel assignment sch
Here we use the interval T to measure the network
performance and attempt to optimize it. Constraint (1)
sets the flow conservation constraint for any node u which
is not the source node or the gateway node. Constraint (2)
sets the flow conservation constraint for any node k which
is a source node, and constraint (3) sets the flow conserva-
tion constraint for gateway node GW. Constraint (4) en-
sures no link capacity is violated. Constraint (5) sets the
node radio constraint. Constraint (6) sets the interference
constraint. As this problem is inherently NP-hard [12],
we propose a distributed, heuristic multi-channel assign-
ment and routing algorithm to solve this problem in the
next section.
3. Distributed temporal–spatial multi-channel
assignment and routing scheme

In WMNs, each non-gateway node functions either as a
sender or as a receiver. In conventional single-channel net-
works, as shown in Fig. 2a, when node A is communicating
with node B on channel 1, the only channel available in the
network, for all of node A’s neighbors except B, (nodes C, D,
E and F) even if they have data packets to transmit, they
have to hold their transmissions to avoid possible channel
collisions. In a sharp contrast, when there are multiple
channels in the network, as shown in Fig. 2b, several
parallel communications are possible, like node C can
communicate with node D on channel 2 and node F can
communicate with node E on channel 3, which obviously
can help improve the network throughput. In this case, a
A
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B
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a spatial channel assignment scheme for
 non-gateway nodes
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 a temporal channel assignment scheme for
  the gateway node and its neighbors 

eme for different nodes.
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collision domain in a single-channel network is logically
replaced by multiple collision domains in a multi-channel
network with each channel operating in a different fre-
quency band.

In a WMN, a typical gateway node sinks all the data
packets originated from other nodes. Consider the case
that the gateway node GW is receiving packets from one
of its neighbors (Fig. 2c), say node B. If the neighbors of
GW follow the same spatial channel assignment scheme
that was applied to Fig. 2b, one can see that the transmit-
ted packets that are coming from 1-hop nodes (nodes C
and F) have to traverse at least two hops to reach GW
(C ? D ? GW and F ? E ? GW in Fig. 2c), resulting in sig-
nificant bandwidth waste and degradation of gateway
throughput in terms of the total bits received by the gate-
way node per second. Alternatively, if the gateway node
uses all the channels in a round robin fashion as shown
in Fig. 2d, then the transmitted packets that are coming
from all the 1-hop nodes only need to traverse one hop
to reach GW, which indicates that the gateway throughput
can be significantly improved. More importantly, com-
pared with non-gateway node, as the gateway node now
no longer needs to maintain the channel usage information
of its neighbor nodes in its local memory, storage space of
the gateway node can be saved significantly. In addition, a
temporal channel assignment scheme followed in Fig. 2d
can assure a fair access of all the available channels for
the gateway node.

The above observations have motivated us to adopt dif-
ferent multi-channel assignment schemes for non-gateway
nodes and the gateway node. Moreover, as there is a strong
dependency between radio channel assignment and packet
routing, the proposed channel assignment scheme is con-
sidered along with routing, which involves various routing
factors such as neighbors’ channel usage, node memory
size, node hop count, and node communication history.
Details of the proposed algorithms are provided in the
following.

3.1. Non-gateway node: a spatial scheme

3.1.1. Algorithm description
Each non-gateway node needs to maintain a channel

usage table (CUT) to record its neighbors’ channel usage
information. Initially, there is no traffic in the network,
and thus every node’s CUT is empty. When a node detects
Table 2
CUT of node u at t.

NID NWC CBT ADP

v1 1 t1 adp1

v2 2 t2 adp2

Table 3
Messages and timers.

Message Message description

RTT Request-To-Transmit message sent by a sender
RTR Request-To-Reply message sent by a receiver
CRE Channel-REserve message sent by a sender
that a neighbor is transmitting or receiving, a new entry,
which includes four fields: (i) neighbor ID (NID), (ii) neigh-
bor working channel (NWC), (iii) communication begin-
ning time (CBT), and (iv) announced duration period
(ADP) on this working channel, will be created and in-
serted into this node’s CUT. When a node has data to trans-
mit, it will check its CUT to find an available channel before
transmission. At time instance t, node u’s CUT may contain
information similar to what is given as Table 2. In this
example, node u holds the following information: node vi

initiated the communication on channel i at ti, and the
duration is adpi seconds (i = 1, 2). Hence, to avoid channel
collision, node u has to use another channel if it has an
immediate need to send out data packets. After time in-
stance ti + adpi, node u can remove the entry of vi from its
CUT and channel i becomes available again.

A non-gateway node can be functionally categorized
into two types: sender nodes or non-sender nodes. Differ-
ent strategies, with their control messages and timers
summarized in Table 3, are adopted to accommodate these
two types of nodes.

The algorithm periodically performed at a non 1-hop
sender node, say node u, is presented in Fig. 3, which in-
volves the following three major steps.

Step 1: Based on the content stored in CUT, each non 1-
hop sender node u randomly selects a channel from set
SC u n SN WC(u) as its current assigned channel.

Step 2: If there is no available channel or idle neighbor
at the current time instance, node u will have to defer its
transmission until one of its neighbors releases a channel
(lines 5–8 in Fig. 3); otherwise, node u can proceed to
Step 3.

Step 3: In this case, node u will broadcast a RTT message
on its current assigned channel CA(u) and initializes a sys-
tem timer Tneg. The value of Tneg can be determined by add-
ing the maximal back-off time to the time needed to
transmit the control messages and the guard time between
two adjacent data packets. There are two scenarios to con-
sider:If node u receives a RTR message from one of its
neighbors within Tneg, it means node u has found an avail-
able receiver on channel CA(u) and it should ensure that all
the u’s neighbors are aware that channel CA(u) will be ta-
ken by u. Correspondingly, node u performs ‘‘active scan-
ning’’ by broadcasting a control message CRE on all the
channels (line 14 in Fig. 3). This way, the multi-channel
hidden terminal problem as well as the deafness problem
[5] can be avoided. After broadcasting a CRE message, node
u can begin its data transmission.On the other hand, if
node u does not receive a RTR message after Tneg expires,
it will come to the conclusion that no connection with
any neighbor on channel CA(u) can be established. In this
case, node u will then have to go back to search for another
channel (lines 18–20 in Fig. 3). If there is no available
Timer Timer description

Tneg System timer triggered by a sender
T(u) Timer triggered by a potential receiver u
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channel to choose from, node u will have to halt this spatial
scheme (line 21 in Fig. 3)

The algorithm performed at a non-gateway, non-sender
node u is presented in Fig. 4, which involves the following
three major steps.

Step 1: This step is the same as the one in non-gateway,
non 1-hop sender case shown in Fig. 3.

Step 2: If node u receives a RTT message from one of its
neighbors, say node m, node u will defer broadcasting
its RTR message when a back-off timer T(u) expires
(0 6 T(u) 6 Tneg). The value of T(u) is calculated by:

TðuÞ ¼ Tneg½að1�MaðuÞ=MðuÞÞ þ bð1� jSC n SN WCðuÞj=jSC jÞ
þ ð1� a� bÞHðuÞ=Hmax� ð7Þ

where a and b are two adjustable parameters (a P 0,
b P 0, 0 6 a + b 6 1), jSC n SN WCðuÞj is the number of cur-
rently available channels for node u, and Hmax is the max-
imal hop count of all wireless nodes. Based on Eq. (7), a
node with a lower memory usage ratio, a larger number
of available channels, and a smaller hop count has a higher
probability to be selected as the receiver. Similar to Step 3
in Fig. 3, the receiver needs to broadcast a control message
RTR on all the channels to inform all its neighbors of this
connection, as shown in line 19 of Fig. 4.
Step 3: For a node that is not a receiver, it will need to
update its CUT once it receives a RTR or a CRE message
from any of its neighbor node.

Note that in Step 3 of Fig. 4, collisions may occur at a
pair of nodes’ neighbors, provided these neighbors are
communicating with other nodes when they receive a
CRE or a RTR message. That is, these nodes may not be able
to update their CUTs timely regarding the channel usage
information of their neighbors, which will cause a slight in-
crease of collision ratio in the network. However, simula-
tion results (in Section 5) have shown that the proposed
scheme can deliver better network throughput even at
the presence of a modest higher level of collisions.

3.1.2. An illustrative example
The algorithms shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are illustrated

using a simple example that involves five non-gateway
nodes (Fig. 5). Here any node, say u, is associated with (i)
a set of channels occupied by node u’s neighbors SN_WC(u),
(ii) node u’s current assigned channel CA(u), (iii) node u’s
memory size M(u), (iv) node u’s current available memory
size Ma(u), and (v) node u’s hop count H(u) at time instance
t. In the example shown in Fig. 5a, one can see that one of
node B’s neighbors, which is absent in this figure, is com-
municating with node B on channel 4.
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Consider a case that a 4-hop sender node A plans to
transmit its data packets. From the information given in
Fig. 5a, node A knows that its assigned channel (i.e.,
CA(u) = 3) is not being occupied by any neighbor. Then
node A broadcasts a RTT message on channel 3, piggy-
backed with value of M(A)�Ma(A) (=10 K bits), and initiates
its timer. All the idle neighbors that are listening to chan-
nel 3 (node C and node E in this case) will receive this
RTT message and initialize their own timers indepen-
dently. Given |SC| = 5, C = 1 K bps, Hmax = 10, a = 0.3 and
b = 0.4, based on Eq. (7), we have T(C) = 0.325Tneg and
T(E) = 0.41Tneg. Since T(C) < T(E), node C will become a
receiver by broadcasting a RTR message to establish a
communication with node A on channel 3, according to
line 17 of Fig. 4. The duration of this data communication
session is min{M(A)�Ma(A), Ma(C)}/C (=10 s). Once receiv-
ing the RTR message from node C, node A will try to reserve
channel 3 by broadcasting a CRE message on all the chan-
nels (line 14 of Fig. 3). As stated in Step 3 of Fig. 4, when
node D receives a RTR message from node C or a CRE mes-
sage from node A, node D will insert a record about channel
3’s usage information into its CUT, which prohibits node D
from using channel 3 until node C finishes its communica-
tion with node A. Correspondingly, all other non-sender
nodes, nodes B and E in this case, that receive a CRE mes-
sage or a RTR message will cancel their timers (if they have
ever started) and then insert a record about channel 3
usage information into their respective CUTs. So after all
these operations are completed by these five nodes, at time
instance t + Dt, the status of these nodes has evolved to
what is given in Fig. 5b. The complete time lines of above
message sequence for these five nodes are shown in Fig. 5c.

Note that node D or E (shown in Fig. 5), which only re-
ceived control messages but did not participate in data
communication, actually could communicate with other
nodes (not shown in Fig. 5) on another available channel
when node A is communicating with node C on channel
3. That is, different data packets can be transmitted con-
currently on different channels to exploit communication
parallelism. After the transmission time of channel 3 ex-
pires, nodes B, D and E will remove the records of channel
3 from their respective CUTs. That is, any of these five
nodes shall be able to utilize channel 3 afterwards without
causing a channel collision.



Fig. 5. An example with five non-gateway nodes to illustrate the algorithms described in Figs. 3 and 4. Each node needs to know its neighbors’ current
working channels, determine a channel through which it can transmit, and store relevant information in its local memory. Taking node A in (a) as an
example. Here {4} is the working channel set of node A’s neighbor; channel 3 is the assigned channel to A; A has a total of 20 K bits of storage in its memory,
of which 10 K bits is currently available; the hop count of node A is 4.
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3.1.3. Analysis on the channel assignment delay
The proposed spatial scheme aims to effectively assign

available channels to the nodes that need to communicate.
Without loss of generality, we assume the number of a sen-
der node u’s idle neighbors (denoted as s, s 6 |SN(u)|) and
the number of node u’s available channels (denoted as k,
k 6 |SC|) are fixed during a time interval. Then we will ana-
lyze the expected channel assignment delay that node u
undertakes. Here the transmission duration of a control
message can be ignored because the size of such a message
tends to be too small.

Proposition 1. The expected channel assignment delay of

any sender node u is: Tdelay(u) = Tneg
1
2þ

Pk
i¼1 1� i

jSC j

� �s
þ

h
k� 3

2

� �
1� k

jSC j

� �s
�, where s is the number of node u’s idle

neighbors and k is the number of node u’s available
channels.
Proof. Let Hi (Hi) correspond to the event that none of
node u’s idle neighbors (at least one of node u’s idle neigh-
bors) stays on node u’s assigned channel when node u exe-
cutes Step 3 of Fig. 3 at the ith iteration. Therefore, the
expected channel assignment delay can be calculated as
follows.
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From Eq. (8), one can see that the expected channel
assignment delay Tdelay(u) is determined by the following
four factors.



(a) s=7 (b) k=4

Fig. 6. Channel assignment delay vs. the number of total channels in the network.
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(i) Tneg: the expected channel assignment delay
increases with the increase of Tneg. This is due to a
fact that a larger Tneg will lead to longer waiting time
for the sender to execute Step 3 of Fig. 3, even when
none of its idle neighbor nodes shares a common
channel with the sender;

(ii) |SC|: the expected channel assignment delay
increases with the increase of |SC|, which also can
be seen from the numeric results shown in Fig. 6a.
With the increase of |SC|, the probability that no idle
neighbor node has the same assigned channel as the
sender is increased. As a result, the expected channel
assignment delay tends to be increased;

(iii) k: the expected channel assignment delay increases
with the increase of k, which can be observed from
the numeric results shown in Fig. 6a. Like the case
with larger |SC|, larger value of k also leads to higher
probability that no idle neighbor node has the same
assigned channel as the sender. As a result, the
expected channel assignment delay tends to be
increased;

(iv) s: the expected channel assignment delay decreases
with the increase of s, which also can be seen from
the numeric results shown in Fig. 6b. This is because
a larger value of s results in a higher probability that
an idle neighbor node shares a common channel
with the sender.

3.1.4. Impact of time asynchrony on the proposed spatial
assignment scheme

Here the clock drift of each node from the standard
time, denoted as Dt, is assumed to be a random variable
following a normal distribution with the parameter (0, r),
where r can be extracted from the measurement records
and determined by a synchronization algorithm similar
to the one used in [26].

In the proposed spatial scheme, time asynchrony may
introduce collisions between neighbor nodes. For instance,
after a sender node u broadcasts a control message CRE
with the usage information of channel i, one of node u’s
neighbor nodes, say node v, will insert channel i’s CBT
and ADP into node v’s CUT but this is done based on node
u’s own clock. If node v’s clock is faster than node u’s, node
v will remove channel i usage record from its CUT even be-
fore node u actually finishes its communication on channel
i. If node v immediately starts to use channel i for data
transmission, a collision will occur between node u and
node v on this channel. We now can calculate the expected
collision probability due to time asynchrony, denoted as Pc.
Note that if node v uses a different channel j to communi-
cate after it removes channel i usage record, the collision
will not occur. Therefore, Pc shall be viewed as an upper
bound of the actual collision probability due to time
asynchrony.

Proposition 2. For any node (say node u) in the network,
due to clock asynchrony, an upper bound of the collision
probability, Pc, is 0:9sf rð12 Þ

sf , where sf is the number of
node u’s neighbors whose clocks are faster than node u and
r is the variance of the clock drift of each node from the
standard time.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that node
u’s clock is set the standard time and there are sf neighbor
nodes whose clocks are faster than node u. Hence, we
have

Pc ¼
Z 0

�1
�yf ðyÞdy ð9Þ

where y = max{Dti,1 6 i 6 sf}, Dti is clock drift of node u’s i-
th neighbor from the standard time set by node u’s clock,
and f(y) is the probability density function of y. Eq. (9) also
can be rewritten as

Pc ¼
Z 1

0
xf ðxÞdx ð10Þ

where x = min{Dti, 1 6 i 6 sf} and f(x) is the probability
density function of x. Since Dt1, Dt2, . . . , Dtsf are indepen-
dent random variables all following a normal distribution,
we have

Prðx � aÞ ¼ PrðDt1 � aÞPrðDt2 � aÞ . . . PrðDtsf � aÞ
¼ ½1�UðaÞ�sf ð11Þ
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where U(a) is the cumulative distribution function of the
standard normal distribution.From Eq. (11), we have

f ðxÞ ¼ sf /ðxÞ½1�UðxÞ�sf�1 ð12Þ

where /(x) = 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pr
p e�

x2

2r2 and U(x) =
R x
�1 /ðxÞdx.

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10), we arrive at

Pc ¼
Z 1

0
sf x/ðxÞ½1�UðxÞ�sf�1dx: ð13Þ

As for x P 0, we have U(x) P 1/2 or 1 �U(x) 6 1/2. Hence
from Eq. (13), we can see that

Pc 6
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2
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2
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ð14Þ

It has been shown in [26] that the variance of 1-hop
nodes is typically less than 0.09 s, i.e., r < 0.09 s. Therefore,
given a typical wireless mesh network where the number
of a node’s neighbors that have faster clocks ranges from
3 to 20 (i.e., 3 6 sf 6 20), according to Proposition 2, the
upper bound of collision probability (Pc) shall be less than
0.03. This small probability of collision indicates that clock
asynchrony has negligible impact on collision, and thus the
proposed spatial scheme is resilient to time asynchrony.

3.1.5. Algorithm complexity analysis
3.1.5.1. Time complexity. For the algorithm listed in Fig. 3,
the first two steps, Step 1 and Step 2 have the time com-
plexity of O(1). For Step 3, the worst case occurs when
the sender fails to find an idle receiver after it attempts
all the available channels. In this case, the sender needs
to run this step |SC| times and therefore, Step 3 has the time
complexity of O(|SC|). The time complexity of Fig. 4 is found
to be O(1). Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed
spatial scheme is bounded to O(|SC|).

3.1.5.2. Message complexity. In Step 3 of the algorithm listed
in Fig. 3, several rounds of message exchanges are needed
for a sender node u, including (i) 1 message exchange re-
quired in line 9, (ii) D message exchanges (the worst case)
required in line 12, where D = max{|SN(u)|, u 2 N}, and (iii)
|SC| message exchanges required in line 14. Node u needs
to execute Step 3 |SC| times at most. On one hand, if node
u can establish a communication with a receiver at the
ith iteration of Step 3 (1 6 i 6 |SC|), then the number of
message exchanges for node u is (i � 1) + 1 + D + |SC|.
When i = |SC|, the number of message exchanges reaches
the maximal value of 2|SC| + D; on the other hand, if node
u cannot establish a communication with a receiver after
it has attempted all the channels, the maximal number of
Table 4
Message types and Timer types.

Message Message description

RTRV Request-To-Receive message sent by gateway
REPLY REPLY message sent by a 1-hop node
RESV RESerVe message sent by gateway
RTSW Request-To-SWitch message sent by a 1-hop node
STOP STOP message sent by gateway
message exchanges for node u will be |SC|. Therefore, the
message complexity of a sender node u is O[max(2|SC| + D,
|SC|)] = O(|SC| + D). Similarly, for the algorithm listed in
Fig. 4, the message complexity of a receiver node is
O(|SC|). Therefore, the message complexity of the proposed
spatial scheme is bounded to O(|SC| + D).

3.1.5.3. Memory complexity. Each non-gateway node uses a
CUT to store its neighbors’ channel usage information. The
maximal number of records in the CUT is D. As shown in
Table 2, each entry in a CUT takes log(D) + log(|SC|) + e bits,
where e is a constant. Therefore, the memory complexity of
the proposed spatial scheme is bounded to O[Dlog(D) +
Dlog(|SC|)].

3.2. Gateway node: a temporal scheme

3.2.1. Algorithm description
In a multi-channel environment, to utilize each channel

and receive the packets from each 1-hop node, the gateway
node shall cycle through channels 1, 2 . . ., and |SC|. To be
fair, the original working interval of each channel is set
to be equal, denoted as Tc (shown in Table 4). All other con-
trol messages as well as timers are summarized in Table 4.

The algorithms performed at a gateway node and at a 1-
hop node are presented in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively.

In Fig. 7, if gateway node has not received a REPLY mes-
sage to its RTRV message that was sent out through its cur-
rently assigned channel CA(u) after the timer Tneg expires, it
will conclude that either none of the 1-hop nodes is listen-
ing to channel CA(u) or the 1-hop nodes that are listening to
channel CA(u) actually have no packet to transmit. In this
case, the gateway node will immediately switch to channel
[C(u) + 1] mod |SC|. This proactive approach tends to in-
crease the bandwidth utilization and thus improve net-
work throughput.

In Fig. 8, once a 1-hop sender node u receives a RTRV
message (from the gateway node), it will defer broadcast-
ing its REPLY message after a back-off time T(u)
(0 6 T(u) 6 Tneg), and T(u) is calculated by:

TðuÞ ¼ Tneg½dMaðuÞ=MðuÞ þ ð1� dÞjSC jNtðuÞ=NSC � ð15Þ

where d is an adjustable parameter (0 6 d 6 1), NSC is the
total number of channels that have been traversed by the
gateway node, and Nt(u) is the total number of transmis-
sions of node u. In Eq. (15), a 1-hop node with a lower
memory usage ratio and a smaller number of transmis-
sions has a higher chance to be selected as the sender.
Introduction of back-off timer T(u) will help prevent multi-
ple 1-hop nodes that have been assigned to the same chan-
nel from transmitting their packets to the gateway node
Timer Timer description

Tneg System timer triggered by gateway
Tc Original working interval of each channel
T(u) Timer triggered by a 1-hop node u



Fig. 7. Temporal scheme for a gateway node.

Fig. 8. Temporal scheme for a 1-hop sender node.
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simultaneously. To minimize the algorithm overhead, Tc is
set to be longer than Tneg.

3.2.2. An illustrative example
Fig. 9a illustrates a simple working example including

five 1-hop nodes and one gateway node. Here any 1-hop
node, say node P, is associated with (i) node P’s memory
size M(P), (ii) node P’s current available memory size
Ma(P), (iii) node P’s current assigned channel CA(P), and
(iv) number of transmissions as a sender Nt(P). Assume
that |SC| = 4, node M stays on channel 1, nodes N and Q
on channel 2, node W on channel 3, and node P on channel



Fig. 9. An example with five 1-hop nodes and one gateway node to show the algorithms described in Figs. 7 and 8. Taking node M in (a) as an example. The
total memory size of node M is 60 K bits, of which 15 K bits is currently available. In addition, channel 1 is assigned to node M, and M, as a sender, has
transmitted 4 times to the gateway node.
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4. Then the gateway node GW can receive the data packets
from all the 1-hop nodes by switching to channels 1, 2, 3,
and 4 periodically.

After node GW switches to channel 1, it first broadcasts
a RTRV message. Meanwhile, the timer Tneg is also initial-
ized (lines 1–2 of Fig. 7). Once a 1-hop node (node M in
this case) receives a RTRV message, it will defer broad-
casting a REPLY message to compete for the media access
after a back-off time T(M) (lines 1–10 of Fig. 8). When the
gateway node receives a REPLY message (from node M)
before Tneg expires, it will broadcast a RESV message to
prohibit other 1-hop nodes that are also assigned to the
same channel from transmitting. To limit excessively long
usage of channel 1, a timer Tc which is shown in lines 4–7
of Fig. 7 is initialized. When the 1-hop sender, node M, re-
ceives the RESV message, it begins transmitting its data
packets to node GW on channel 1 (lines 11–12 of Fig. 8).
If node M finishes its data transmission before the timer
Tc expires, it will disconnect the data communication by
broadcasting a RTSW message (line 13 of Fig. 8). Upon
receiving this message, the gateway node GW will switch
to the next channel (channel 2 in this case) immediately
(lines 9–12 of Fig. 7). The complete time lines of above
message sequence for nodes GW and M are shown in
Fig. 9b. On the other hand, if node M does not finish the
data transmission after the timer Tc expires (i.e., node
GW has not received RTSW message after the timer Tc ex-
pires), node GW will disconnect the data communication
by broadcasting a STOP message and then switch to chan-
nel 2 immediately (lines 13–14 of Fig. 7). Upon receiving
this message, the sender, node M, will stop its transmis-
sion (lines 14–15 of Fig. 8). In this case, the complete time
lines of above message sequence for nodes GW and M are
shown in Fig. 9c.

After the gateway node GW switches to channel 2,
either node N or Q has its chance to access the medium,
which is dependent on the timer given by Eq. (15). With
NSC = 50 and d = 0.3, we have T(N) = 0.442Tneg and T(Q) =
0.187Tneg, which corresponds to the situation that node Q
will be a sender on channel 2. Given d = 0.9, we have
T(N) = 0.206Tneg and T(Q)=0.241Tneg, which will put node
N as the sender on channel 2. Similarly, node W and node
P also can communicate with the gateway node GW on
channels 3 and 4, respectively.



Table 5
Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value

Network region size 500 � 500 m2,
1000 � 1000 m2

Number of nodes 100
Channel bandwidth (C) 1 M bps
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground reflection

model
Node radio transmission range (rt) 100 m
Number of CBR traffic flows 50
Control message size 16 bytes
Data packet size 512 bytes
Node memory size [1 M bytes, 5 M bytes]
Value of Tneg 20 ms
Value of Tc 80 ms
Adajustable parameters a, b and d 0.3, 0.2, 0.6
Simulation duration 20 s
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3.2.3. Algorithm complexity analysis
3.2.3.1. Time complexity. From Figs. 7 and 8, following the
similar analysis method as reported in Section 3.1.5, one
can see that for each channel, the time complexity of the
proposed temporal scheme is bounded to O(1).

3.2.3.2. Message complexity. In Fig. 7, gateway node will ex-
change messages as required in lines 1, 4, 6, 9, and 13. Note
that gateway node cannot receive messages as mentioned
in lines 9 and 13 at the same time, as these two messages
are mutually exclusive. Thus, the number of messages for
gateway node is D + 3 (worst case), where D = max{|SN(u)|,
u 2 N}. In Fig. 8 and 1-hop sender node u will exchange
messages as shown in lines 1, 7, 10, 11, 13, and 14. Simi-
larly, the messages mentioned in lines 7 and 10, lines 13
and 14, are also mutually exclusive. In this case, the num-
ber of messages for a 1-hop count is 4 (worst case). There-
fore, the message complexity of the proposed temporal
scheme is bounded to O(D).

3.2.3.3. Memory complexity. Since gateway node and all the
1-hop sender nodes do not need to maintain their CUTs in
the temporal scheme; the memory usage of the proposed
temporal scheme is literally zero.

Putting the results derived from Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.3
together, we can see that:

(i) Time complexity of the proposed joint channel
assignment and routing scheme is O(|SC|)

(ii) Message complexity of the proposed joint channel
assignment and routing scheme is O(|SC| + D).

(iii) Memory complexity of the proposed joint channel
assignment and routing scheme is O[Dlog(D) +
Dlog(|SC|)].

4. Simulations and results

4.1. Simulation environment

In this section, we compare the performance of four
multi-channel assignment schemes through extensive
simulations. The first is the linear programming formula-
tion (Eqs. (1)–(6)) to model multi-channel single-radio
optimization problem MCAO, which is solved by CPLEX
[27]. The second is the proposed distributed, temporal–
spatial multi-channel single-radio assignment and routing
scheme (TSMAR in short). The third is the distributed mul-
ti-channel single-radio protocol LCM [21]. In LCM, the
interval of current control window is set to (l + 1)Tneg,
where l is the number of local negotiations that a sender
heard in the last control window, and the interval of data
window is set to the interval where a sender can send all
its packets stored in its buffer to a receiver. The last is
the distributed multi-channel two-radio assignment and
routing algorithm ROMA [15]. TSMAR, LCM, and ROMA
are simulated by the discrete event-driven network simu-
lator NS-2 with CMU wireless extensions [28].

Here a total of 100 nodes are randomly distributed in a
rectangular region with the gateway node placed at the
center. Two network scenarios (with different node densi-
ties) are simulated. The first (second) scenario is created by
randomly placing 100 nodes in a 500 � 500 m2 (1000 �
1000 m2) area. The basic simulation parameters are listed
in Table 5. Here 50 constant bit rate (CBR) traffic flows,
over UDP, are generated from 50 randomly selected nodes.
The data packet generation rate for each flow is varied to
create a load variation in the network and simulations
are performed for different numbers of channels. IEEE
802.11 DCF is used as the MAC protocol without any
change. In addition, considering that the functions of Tneg

and Tc are similar as those of control window duration
and data window duration in protocol MMAC [20], we
use the same values of Tneg and Tc in the simulation as
MMAC. That is, the values of Tneg and Tc are set to 20 ms
and 80 ms, respectively. The values of a, b and d are deter-
mined by the empiricism. The simulation time is set to be
20 s, which is long enough to make sure that the gateway
receives data packets from all the source nodes.

The following performance measures are used for
comparison.

(1) Aggregate network throughput. As a measure of total
network capacity, the aggregate network through-
put is defined as the received bits by all the nodes
per second, which is the most important perfor-
mance metric to compare the efficiency of different
channel assignment schemes;

(2) Saturation network throughput. It is the maximal
throughput that a network can accommodate, i.e.,
the aggregate network throughput will not be larger
than the saturation network throughput even if the
nodes can generate more data packets. The scheme
with higher saturation network throughput indi-
cates it is more scalable to accommodate increased
traffic load;

(3) Collision ratio. It is defined as the ratio of the number
of data packets that are lost during the communica-
tion to the number of data packets that are transmit-
ted by all the nodes. The scheme with lower collision
ratio corresponds to higher reliability of the
network;

(4) Overhead ratio. It is defined as the value Scon/
(Scon + Sdat), where Scon denotes the total size of con-
trol messages that are transmitted over the network
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and Sdat denotes the total size of data packets that
are transmitted over the network. The scheme with
lower overhead ratio corresponds to a better one;

(5) Packet delivery latency. It is the time interval from
the moment when a data packet is generated to
the moment when the gateway node receives this
data packet;

(6) Channel usage ratio. Given channel i, it is defined as
the ratio of the numbers of channel i that is used
by the algorithm to the number of all channels that
are used by the algorithm for the duration of the
simulation;

(7) Memory usage ratio. It is defined as the ratio of the
size of occupied memory to size of total memory.
This metric shows the influence of channel assign-
ment scheme on the memory usage level at various
nodes.

4.2. Simulation results

In our simulations, 10 different random network topol-
ogies are generated. For each topology, 50 sets of source
(a) 4 channels

Fig. 10. Aggregate network throughput vs. offered loa

(a) 2 channels

Fig. 11. Aggregate network throughput vs. offered load
nodes are randomly selected. Each scheme is evaluated
on each set of source nodes. The simulation results are
plotted using the average values derived from 500 experi-
ments, with a 95% confidence interval. A more effective
scheme is signified by the higher values in aggregate/satu-
ration network throughput, as well as by the lower values
in collision ratio and overhead ratio, packet delivery la-
tency, and memory usage ratio, while preserving a stable
channel usage ratio.

4.2.1. Aggregate network throughput
Figs. 10 and 11 plot the simulation results of aggregate

network throughput vs. aggregate offered load under two
network scenarios, respectively.

From Figs. 10 and 11, one can see that the difference of
aggregate network throughput between the optimal solu-
tion using linear programming and the proposed TSMAR
using distributed, heuristic approach is small (e.g., the ratio
of the latter to the former is not less than 85.5%), which
indicates TSMAR is an effective multi-channel assignment
scheme. Another observation is that at low traffic loads
(e.g., varying from 0.2 Mbps to 2 Mbps), ROMA generally
(b) 11 channels

d with 1Mbps channels in a 500 � 500 m2 area.

(b) 4 channels

with 1Mbps channels in a 1000 � 1000 m2 area.
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performs better than TSMAR and the optimal linear pro-
gramming formulation, as each node in the former has
actually two interfaces working simultaneously, as op-
posed to just one-interface in the latter two schemes.
When the traffic load increases (e.g., varying from 2 Mbps
to 6 Mbps), compared with the latter two schemes, the
introduction of time synchronization in ROMA obliterates
the benefit of having two interfaces, which results in a
noticeable degradation of network throughput. Note that
when the traffic load is low, having multiple channels does
not bring in any additional benefit because the total traffic
is less than the capacity of a single channel.

It is fair to compare TSMAR and LCM together as they
both use a single-radio interface. One can see that TSMAR
can achieve better network throughput than LCM in all
cases, largely due to the fact that (1) for TSMAR, the control
messages or data packets can be transmitted on any chan-
nel; (2) a node can switch to another channel for data com-
munication (or control message exchange) independently.
By contrast, for LCM, although the intervals of control win-
dow and data window for different cycles can be varied,
they are fixed for a specific control window, which is
decided by the master node [21]. Furthermore, LCM re-
quires that the communication nodes keep the same chan-
nel for every data window (i.e., they cannot change the
current channel until the end of current data window)
even if they have finished their data transmissions. These
drawbacks in LCM tend to introduce control/data window
inefficiencies, resulting in a waste of bandwidth. It can be
seen from Figs. 10 and 11, the aggregate network through-
put of TSMAR is higher than that of LCM by up to 54.1% at
medium to heavy traffic load.

In addition, from Figs. 10 and 11, it also can be seen that
the aggregate network throughput increases with the in-
crease of the number of channels. This is due to the fact
that with more channels available, it becomes easier for
senders to find channels to transmit, which helps cut down
the waiting time. However, providing more channels alone
cannot considerably improve the network throughput.
Actually, for our simulation setting with 100 nodes distrib-
uted in a 500 � 500 m2 or a 1000 � 1000 m2 area, every
node on average has roughly 1003p/(5002) � 12 or
(a) 500×500m2 area

Fig. 12. Saturation throughput comparison of T
1003p/(10002) � 3 neighbors. That is, 12 (3) channels shall
be sufficient to support all the neighbors transmitting
simultaneously on different channels. We also note that
the aggregate network throughput of all three schemes de-
creases with the increase of the deployment area because
larger deployment area indicates that data packet may
have to traverse more hops to reach the gateway node.
4.2.2. Saturation network throughput
One goal of our work is to demonstrate the performance

benefit of using multiple channels in wireless mesh
networks. To this end, we plot the saturation network
throughputs of TSMAR and LCM in Fig. 12, with the num-
bers of channels varies from 4 to 13 in a 500 � 500 m2 area
or from 2 to 5 in a 1000 � 1000 m2 area. For baseline com-
parison, results from single-channel IEEE 802.11 are also
included.

Fig. 12a shows that the saturation throughput of both
TSMAR and LCM increases nearly linearly with the number
of channels |SC| going from 4 to 11 in a 500 � 500 m2 area.
Moreover, the proposed TSMAR scheme achieves the larg-
est saturation throughput among all three schemes in all
cases. This is largely because TSMAR does not suffer from
any control period inefficiency as LCM does. Note that,
when |SC| = 13, the saturation throughputs of TSMAR and
LCM are literally saturated (i.e., no noticeable increase as
compared with the case when |SC| = 11). Actually, to satu-
rate the network throughput, the maximal number of chan-
nels that can be fully utilized in the network is bounded by
the maximal number of neighbors of a node. Fig. 12b shows
a similar trend for the saturation throughput vs. |SC| with
nodes spread over in a larger 1000 � 1000 m2 area.
4.2.3. Collision ratio
Any dynamic multi-channel protocol must ensure that

the sender and the receiver are on the same channel before
the communication. To achieve this, it either ensures the
communication nodes switch to a pre-determined channel
at a pre-determined time (e.g., LCM), or uses time synchro-
nization to perform a channel negotiation (e.g., ROMA)
process. As of TSMAR, the sender and the receiver are
(b) 1000×1000m2 area

SMAR and LCM vs. number of channels.



Fig. 14. Overhead ratio vs. offered load with 1Mbps channels in a
500 � 500 m2 area.
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guaranteed to be on the same channel with the introduc-
tion of the back-off timers.

Fig. 13 shows the collision ratio of the three schemes
applied to the nodes spread across a 500 � 500 m2 area.
Compared with LCM and ROMA, TSMAR has a slightly
higher collision ratio due to the following two reasons:A
node updates its CUT based on the control messages (i.e.,
RTR and CRE) it has received (shown in Figs. 3 and 4). That
is, if nodes in a TSMAR-enabled network cannot receive the
latest control messages, they will maintain their CUTs with
obsolete channel usage information of their neighbors. In
this case, some neighboring nodes may simultaneously
use the same channels, resulting in collision of data trans-
missions;Time asynchrony introduces collision of data
transmissions. The upper bound of this collision probabil-
ity was given in Proposition 2.The simulation result shows
that collision ratio of TSMAR is below 6.08% in the worst
case, which is still an acceptable level. On the other hand,
we observe that TSMAR with the larger number of chan-
nels has a slightly higher collision ratio since the commu-
nication nodes have to switch to more channels to
broadcast their control messages and thus have a higher
possibility to hold obsolete information in their CUTs dur-
ing the channel switching. This slight increase of collision
ratio, however, is well offset by the much improved aggre-
gate network throughput (shown in Figs. 10 and 11), thus
becoming invisible by the end users. Moreover, as Fig. 13
demonstrates that the collision ratio of TSMAR can main-
tain the stable status with the increase of aggregate offered
load, it is safe to say that the TSMAR scheme is applicable
to the WMN with heavy traffic load.
Fig. 15. Packet delivery latency vs. source node with different hop counts
in a 500 � 500 m2 area.
4.2.4. Overhead ratio
Fig. 14 shows the overhead ratio of the three schemes

applied to the nodes spread across a 500 � 500 m2 area.
On one hand, as the aggregate offered load increases,

the overhead ratio of TSMAR decreases due to the fact that
the total size of control messages (i.e., Scon) keeps same
approximately; on the other hand, given the same aggre-
gate offered load, the value of Scon is proportional to |SC|,
which has derived in Section 3.2.3. Consequently, the over-
head ratio of TSMAR increases with the number of total
Fig. 13. Collision ratio vs. offered load with 1Mbps channels in a
500 � 500 m2 area.
channels. Nevertheless, the overhead ratio of TSMAR is still
acceptable because the maximal overhead ratio is around
11.1%. In addition, compared with TSMAR, the overhead ra-
tios of LCM and ROMA keep more stable. The reason is that
the latter two schemes utilize dedicated channel or time
synchronization for channel coordination.
4.2.5. Packet delivery latency
Given different numbers of channels, Fig. 15 shows the

average delivery latency per packet that is generated by
the source nodes with different hop counts. The packet
delivery latency is the summation of time spent on channel
assignment and time spent on packet routing.

From Fig. 15, one can see that the packet delivery la-
tency is proportional to the hop count in most cases, as
the source node with a larger hop count has to transmit
its packets via more hops. This figure also demonstrates
that the packet delivery latency of TSMAR is up to 50.02%
and 44.18% less than that of LCM and ROMA, respectively.
One big reason for TSMAR’s much reduced latency, as
shown in Fig. 15, is attributed to the fact that the senders
in TSMAR do not need to wait if they can find an available



(a) 11 channels in a 500×500m2 area (b) 4 channels in a 1000×1000m2 area

Fig. 16. Channel usage ratio vs. channel number.

Fig. 17. Memory usage ratio vs. hop count in a 500 � 500 m2 area.
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channel. In addition, unlike LCM, routing-related informa-
tion, such as hop count, is considered in TSMAR when a
node needs to select a feasible path to the gateway node.
Another drawback in LCM and ROMA is that some senders
have to hold their transmissions until the next cycle starts,
even though some channels are already available. Note
that the packet delivery latency of all these three schemes
will decrease with the increase of number of channels, due
to more available channels and thus less waiting time in-
curred to those nodes that need to transmit.

Similar results are obtained for nodes spread over in a
larger 1000 � 1000 m2 area.
4.2.6. Channel usage ratio
Fig. 16 demonstrates the effectiveness of multi-channel

assignment by applying TSMAR and LCM.
In Fig. 16a, one can see that, when TSMAR is applied to

nodes spread across a 500 � 500 m2 area, channel usage
ratio of each channel is close to 1/|SC| = 0.091 where |SC|
is the number of all the available channels. This result indi-
cates that a total of eleven available channels can be fairly
assigned. Similarly, each channel of TSMAR across a
1000 � 1000 m2 area can be assigned fairly with a channel
usage ratio closing to 1/5 = 0.25, as shown in Fig. 16b. Non-
gateway communication node can achieve this level of
fairness in terms of channel usage ratio because it checks
its CUT before it selects an available channel; that is, a
node selects a channel that is not being used by any of
its neighbors. Gateway node can achieve fair channel usage
because it uses a temporal, round-robin channel assign-
ment scheme to traverse each channel. In contrast, the
node in LCM selects channel without considering its neigh-
bors’ channel usage situation.
4.2.7. Memory usage ratio
To observe the influence of different channel assign-

ment schemes on memory usage ratio, here the simulation
duration is set to be smaller than 20 s so that data packets
are still stored in a number of nodes.

The relationship between the memory usage ratio and
the node hop count is shown in Fig. 17, where TSMAR
exhibits a significantly lower memory usage ratio than
LCM and ROMA. It also indicates that the memory usage
ratio of a node with a larger hop count is less than that
of a node with a smaller hop count. This is because in the
latter case, not only does a node need to store the data
packets generated by itself, likely it also needs to store
the data packets from other nodes. In addition, it has also
been observed that the memory usage ratio is inversely
proportional to the number of channels. The reason is that
with the increased number of channels, more nodes are al-
lowed to transmit their data packets stored in their mem-
ories without waiting.

Similar results have been observed for the case when
the nodes are distributed in a larger 1000 � 1000 m2 area.

In summary, the performance study in this section
demonstrates that the proposed scheme TSMAR, with per-
formance close to the optimal solution, is an effective, dis-
tributed multi-channel assignment and routing scheme to
solve the optimization problem MCAO (shown in Section
2.3). In addition, extensive simulation results demonstrate
that TSMAR can achieve high network throughput and
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optimized routing path selection (in terms of low packet
delivery latency and low memory usage ratio), while
maintaining the fair usage of each channel. As hardware
cost of TSMAR-enabled network in terms of memory usage
is significantly lower than the two popular channel assign-
ment schemes LCM and ROMA, TSMAR is particularly suit-
able for the many networks where nodes often have
constrained hardware resources.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, a temporal–spatial multi-channel assign-
ment and routing scheme was proposed to improve net-
work performance in wireless mesh networks. As this
proposed scheme does not require a dedicated channel
for coordinating the communication, the waste of band-
width resource tends to be considerably reduced. In
addition, as time synchronization is not required in the
proposed scheme, a node’s idle time measured in clock
cycles is decreased, leading to enhanced channel utiliza-
tion. Furthermore, this proposed scheme accounts for
various routing metrics to establish optimized routing
paths for packet delivery from source nodes to the gate-
way, which also contributes to efficient bandwidth re-
source utilization. The complexity analysis also verifies
the low computation cost and memory requirements that
will incur in every wireless node, making the proposed
scheme very suitable to be applied to large-scale, re-
source-constrained WMNs. Simulation results have con-
firmed that the proposed scheme can substantially
improve both the aggregate and the saturation network
throughputs accompanied with a slight increase of colli-
sion ratio and an acceptable overhead ratio.
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